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January 14, 2014  

 
Dear American Airlines and US Airways Retirees: 

We recently shared details of the new American Airlines travel privileges program on Jetnet and Wings. I’ve 
heard from many retired colleagues since our announcement and want to share our thinking behind these 
decisions, as well as clarify some aspects based on your questions.   
 
As retirees of these two great airlines – and as we work toward a Single Operating Certificate that will allow us 
to fly as one – you and your eligible family members will ultimately have access to pass travel on the largest 
network in the world. That’s not going to change. Our combined network will fly to more than 330 destinations, in 
more than 50 countries, via more than 6,700 flights daily.  
 
We’ve already aligned some of our policies for non-rev travel on things like dress code and waiving the fee for 
travel across both carriers through myIDTravel. The next step is to create a comprehensive policy for both active 
and eligible retired employees, and to do so without reducing the privileges significantly on a net basis for any 
one group.  
 
That last sentence is key, as we have attempted to consider what each group was gaining, as well as what they 
were losing. And that analysis was also viewed through the lens of what makes sense for the new, larger airline.  
 
The new policy will apply to all retirees regardless of when you retired from your legacy airline. If you retired 
from American or US Airways prior to Dec. 9, 2013, your eligibility was determined by your legacy carrier’s 
requirements in place at the time of your retirement. If you left US Airways or American on or after Dec. 9, 2013, 
you’re eligible for retiree travel if you had at least 10 years of active service and your age + years of service = 65 
when you left. 
 
On the boarding priority change, later this year (mid-2014) all employees will board by check-in time (vs. 
seniority for legacy US employees). Retirees (including former TWA retirees who currently fly at a TWR priority) 
from both airlines will board after active employees. While all of us understand the change is a disappointment, 
here’s what factored into the decision: 
 
First, our goal was to build a net-net positive program for ALL users (actives and retirees from both legacy US 
and legacy AA). From the legacy US perspective, the change for both actives and retirees is that they will no 
longer board by seniority. So for the very senior people who are currently working and who previously worked 
for US Airways, they are losing their seniority boarding and will now board by time of check-in. Many of those 
people have spent their careers boarding based on seniority and moving to a time of check-in system is going to 
be a big adjustment. It would be doubly difficult if we then told them they were also going to compete with more 
than 200,000 retirees and their eligible travelers. The fact of the matter is that we have more than 1.5 million 
people eligible to travel free of charge or on a discounted pass, and retirees are still ahead of more than half of 
them. 
 
Second, given that many, but not all, retirees often have more discretionary time to travel than active employees 
(who in some cases are commuting to and from work), we strongly believe putting retirees in the priority right 
behind actives (but ahead of guests and parents of employees) is the right thing to do both for our operation and 



 
 
 

our customers to ensure crews are there to take care of their flights. I would add the industry has changed quite 
a bit and upwards of more than half of our active combined employees currently commute to and from work. 
This is due not only to a lifestyle choice, but also because many smaller domiciles have closed and pressed 
crewmembers, mechanics, airport staff, etc., into a commuter situation. 
 
Third, rather than split those who retired before and those who retired after the merger closed, to integrate 
successfully we aim to streamline processes. Creating more complexity and subsets in our systems is not best 
for new American, and so we opted to move all retirees to the same classification.  
 
Fourth, American was the only domestic carrier (and indeed we could only find one other in the industry) to 
place retired employees in the same boarding priority as actives. While this was by far not the most heavily 
weighted reason to determine the policy as we did, it factored into our thinking. 
 
I would also add that we have focused a lot of our effort on keeping other positive elements for retirees like 
vacation passes, buddy passes and allowing eligible dependents to continue to travel (now fee-waived) ahead 
of others’ parents and guests. While we may have to agree to disagree on this one, it is my hope that ultimately 
the net positives we captured will overshadow the areas that maybe did not go the way some wanted.  
 
Though we’re sharing full details of the end-state program now, we’ll be phasing in the new program over time, 
including the boarding priority system as outlined below. In addition to the interim reciprocal travel privileges in 
place since March 2013, planned changes include: 
 
Effective in January 2014: 

• Retirees will have free, lifetime, space-available Coach travel on a broader network 
• Continue to book Coach travel on your legacy metal using your current systems and using myIDTravel 

for your non-legacy airline bookings 
• Discounted positive space travel on both carriers for you, your spouse/domestic partner/registered 

companion, eligible children (under age 24) and parents 
• Retirees receive eight one-way buddy (D3) passes available for use on your legacy carrier; fees 

currently charged by your legacy carrier for D3 pass usage are not changing at this time 
• Retirees and each eligible traveler (your spouse/domestic partner/registered companion and eligible 

children) receive four one-way D1 vacation passes each year for use on your legacy carrier 
• No fees on first and second checked bags 
• ZED travel remains unchanged 

 
Effective Mid-2014: 

• New boarding priority takes effect. Non-rev travelers will board by check-in time in the following order: 
o D1 (vacation passes) 
o D2 (employees and eligible travelers – spouse/domestic partner/registered companion and 

eligible children) 
o D2R (retirees, including prior TWA, and their eligible travelers) 
o D2P (parents, unless traveling with the retiree or employee) 
o D3 (buddy passes) 
o AAC (active non-owned affiliate airline personnel) 
o ONE (oneworld® personal travel) 
o D4 (OAL company business travel) 
o ZED (routine interline personal travel)  

In all categories, travelers with connections will have higher boarding priority. 
 
  



 
 
 

Effective once we have a single Passenger Service System (PSS), anticipated 2015: 
• D1 vacation priority passes can be used on the combined network instead of only on your legacy carrier 
• D3 buddy passes can be used across the entire network instead of only on your legacy carrier 

 
It is great that we work for an airline that is stable and has a bright and long future ahead of it so that we can 
enjoy our travel privileges both as active and retired employees. I hope you’ll take advantage of the travel 
program in the coming months and years as we restore American Airlines to greatness and provide a travel 
experience second to none.  
 

Sincerely, 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer  
*Please check the American Airlines TRIP Book or the US Airways Employee Travel Guide for all official policies related to 
travel. This summary is not a policy document and to the extent it conflicts with the official policies related to travel, the 
official policies will apply. Remember, non-revenue travel is a privilege, not a benefit or a right.  


